Which Science Course Should I Take????

That depends on your goal(s)!!!

I want to go into Allied Health/Nursing:
(These courses meet the pre-requisite for 200 level courses such as Anatomy and Physiology or Microbiology):
- Intro to Bio (BIO 105)
- Human Biology (BIO115)
- General Bio I (BIO121)
- General Botany (BIO155) - Micro pre-req only

I need to fulfill a laboratory science requirement:
- Intro to Bio (BIO 105)
- Human Biology (BIO115)
- General Bio I (BIO121)
- General Bio II (BIO122)
- General Zoology (BIO 145)
- General Botany (BIO 155)
- Field Biology (BIO171)
- Environmental Science (BIO181)
- Intro to Biotechnology (BIO 225)
- Intro to Physical Geology (GLG 121)
- Intro to Astronomy (AST 101) - MAT 095 Pre-req
- Concepts of Chemistry (CHE 111) - MAT 137 Pre-req
- General Chemistry I (CHE 121) - MAT 137 Pre-req
- General Zoology (BIO 145)
- General Botany (BIO 155)

I want to pursue a 4-year degree in Science:
(Check with 4-year institution regarding which courses they will accept in their programs):
- General Bio I (BIO121) / General Zoology (BIO 145)
- General Bio II (BIO122) / General Botany (BIO 155)
- General Chemistry I (CHE 121) - MAT 137 Pre-req
- General Chemistry II (CHE 122) - CHE 121 Pre-req
- General Physics I (PHY 121) - MAT 137 Pre-req
- General Physics II (PHY 122) - PHY 121 Pre-req

I need to fulfill a non-lab science requirement:
- Principles of Astronomy (AST 101) - MAT 095 Pre-req
  - Principles of the Human Body (BIO110)
- Principles of Environmental Science (BIO 180)